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Information flows are a frequent topic in discussions about tomorrow’s production world: data analysis, self-

learning algorithms, intelligent control systems for flexible materials management. But information is not an end

in and of itself; after all, the aim of all this intangible data is to create (physical) products that make our lives

easier. Ideally, in today’s market, that means customized mass production in which numerous parameters can be

adjusted to adapt the basic product to each customer’s desires. But what tool is capable of interpreting so much

information and using it to produce workpieces that meet these demands? Digitalization à la Industry 4.0 needs

an instrument just like itself: capable of moving swiftly, flexibly and directly from one line of code to the next. In

short, the best tool for data-driven manufacturing is the laser. It converts raw data into physical structures while

delivering huge quantities of measurement and empirical data for the smart factory’s digital process chain.

Laser material processing has digital bits encoded in its DNA. From day one, numerical control was the only option for

engineers wishing to gain mastery over light, and they have since gathered 50 years of experience with this incorporeal

phenomenon. This is a huge advantage for those tackling the challenges of the modern world in general and data-driven

manufacturing in particular. The laser is a fully mature industrial tool that meets all requirements and can be immediately put

to work. It is swift, flexible and direct. Ablation, coating, drilling, cutting, joining, metallurgical transformation,  empering

glass, and roughening, smoothing or cleaning surfaces: laser light can do it all. There’s no material in the world that laser

beams can’t process: glass, plastics, organic compounds, and every type of metal. If smart factories are in their infancy, lasers

are already “grown-up.”
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A thin beam of light stands between the data and the physical product.
And it can do everything: ablate, coat, drill, cut, join, and anything else
imaginable. Picture: Manfred Jarisch

Optical elements have to be kept clean. A laser beam source consists of
numerous sensitive components such as lenses, diodes and beam guidance.
Picture: Manfred Jarisch

Laser systems are high-tech products that demand special know-how to
ensure the smooth interaction between the various components and the
correct processing results. Picture: Manfred Jarisch

A look at the laser resonator: The mirrors in the optical cavity guide the
pump beam emitted by the diodes through the disk crystal multiple times in
order to concentrate the laser beam. Picture: TRUMPF

The TruDisk disk laser is recognized as the most advanced high-power solid-
state laser on the market. Picture: TRUMPF

Lasers don't care what you ask of them

The trend toward ever more product variants, special editions, personalization and flexible batch sizes has spread to almost

every sector of industry. This has driven up the cost of mechanical tools and led to absurdly long retooling times – sometimes

longer than the actual production process. Lasers, by contrast, require neither special tools nor retooling. The major

automotive companies have long since eliminated all mechanical machining steps downstream from the forming press, such

as milling or drilling, and have set up laser stations instead. When designing car doors, for example, the raw body part is cut

in such a way that it can be used in the maximum number of different models. In the subsequent processing stages, it makes

no difference to the laser whether the angles have to be flatter for the soft-top version or wider holes have to be drilled for

the station wagon version. The data package gives the instructions, and the laser executes them immediately. Intelligent

scanner optics require nothing more than the data from the 3D simulation software to direct the laser to the right weld spots

– without having to be taught. The tool adapts automatically to the workpiece.

Batch size one

Connected manufacturing goes a step further by enabling workpieces to determine how they are to be processed. The laser

head meets the workpiece and asks, “What can I do for you today?”.

» The latest generation of TruDisk lasers is not only the most advanced

and smartest, but also the most compact and energy-efficient

generation of disk lasers that we have ever developed.

Klaus Löffler | Managing Director and Head of Sales at TRUMPF Lasertechnik GmbH
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In tomorrow’s smart factories, each workpiece will bear a data matrix code enabling the system to retrieve information on its

planned route through the production plant and what machining operations are required. Transport systems and machining

stations are linked into the process. Integrated production systems like this need highly flexible tools that are easy to control,

such as the laser. The data matrix codes are applied by a laser marking system, making them clearly legible on any surface,

and checked by cameras during the labeling process. These codes also contain other information permitting full traceability

throughout the manufacturing process – the beginning of a real smart factory.

3D printing is the culmination

Additive manufacturing based on laser deposition welding or powder-bed 3D printing takes this approach to its ultimate

form. As soon as the machine receives a data set, it produces whatever it is asked to do. The engineers’ ideas flow from the

design program to the laser machine, where they can be instantly converted into real components: idea -> light -> object. As

for part geometry, the engineers have maximum freedom, and can design new lighter, smarter and better parts. These

features of laser-based additive manufacturing and 3D printing are the purest expression of data-based manufacturing. When

the laser was invented in the 1960s, it was often decried as a tool in search of an application. Now it looks as though it has

found its true vocation as a facilitator of the data-based society.
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